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ABOUT US

CERTIFICATES
Aeroman Aviation, a division of Al Jury
Co L.L.C. based in Oman, specializing
in Aircraft Parts Supply. We are an ISO
9001:2015 accredited organization,
a member of ASA (Aviation Suppliers
Association) and D-U-N-S registered.

CEO’s Message:
We’re a team of professionals
who strive to meet customers’s
requirements, in supplying quality
products with minimum lead time at
competitive prices.

We supply Aircraft Parts, Engines and
its accessories, Consumables, Rotables
and Expendables to Airlines, General
Aviation, Military Organizations and
MROs worldwide.

Simply, Aviation is our passion.
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OUR SERVICES
Supply of Aircraft Spares.
24/7 AOG Support Hotline.
Cabin Interiors Supply and Repair.
Consultancy, Aircraft Sales and Aquisitions
Charter Flights: Privet Jets, Vip and Helicopter for EMS
support, Aerial works including heavy lift equipment.

OUR MISSION

To be cost Effective and support clients
with a unique aviation experience
through an environment that fosters
continuous improvement, teamwork
and growth.

OUR VISION

To be a leading aviation service
providing company in the region and
beyond.
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PRODUCTS
Avionic components.
Engines and Airframe parts for all types of Aircraft.
Lubricants, Tires and Brake assemblies.
Ground support equipment.
Tools and stands.
Software - Aviation Resource Management System
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INVENTORY
We deal in Aircraft Spares, Avionics, Tools, Ground
Handling units, Equipment & General items. We have
direct access to OEM’s inventory of Aircraft tires over
40 different sizes, Various PBE models, Wheels,
Brakes, LRUs, Lamps, Emergency Equipment etc.
We support all types of aircrafts, both fixed wing and
rotor.
We have a global supply chain from MROs and OEMs,
allowing us to supply in all conditions, New, Surplus,
Overhauled, Serviceable and As-Removed. We
understand the global need in Aviation, we operate
internationally, shipping parts worldwide.
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AVIATION RESOURCE MANAGMENT SYSTEM
The aviation resource managment system is a turnkey cloud platform
comprised of 13 modules that cover every aspect of operations, as well as
the unified database that integrates them. No more trying to interconnect
disparate applications not designed to work together. No more re-keying
information to send from one system to another, wasting valuable time and
making your organization vulnerable to errors. Data from these modules is
delivered automatically to enable better long-term planning and near-term
decision making.

Network Commercial Planning Sub-System (CPSS)
Optimizes utilization of fleet resources while maximizing potential yield for each
sector and the network as a whole. This is where the Network Schedule is born
and is continuously groomed to ensure maximum yield.
Flight Operations Sub-System (FOSS)
Forms the natural network behind an Operation Control Center (OCC)
of an airline, keeping every operational element in sync’ with each other,
allowing for complete control over operations, keeping full visibility of
fleet movement in the real-time, managing disruptions optimally and
efficiently, while minimizing risks.Fleet situational awareness for all.
Manage on-time performance and disruptions efficiently.
Flight plannning and Dispatch Sub-System (FPDS)
Everything flight dispatchers and crew need, to plan optimally, dispatch
and operate flights safely and efficiently, with special focus on overall
cost reduction and fuel conservation.
Crew management Sub-System (CMSS)
Ensures adequate and qualified crew are available to cover operational
taskes; achieving a perfect balance between crew costs and crew quality of
life. Ensures strict statutory compliance and uncompromising safety.
Crew Web Portal (CWP)
An interactive and intuitive web browser interface for anytime, anywhere
access enabling workflow automation, interaction and process efficiency
for crew who are always on the move.
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Tab Enabled Solution
Make optimum use of your aircraft resources and maximize the network
effectiveness.
Mobile Enabled Solution
Fleet situational awareness for all. Manage on-time performance and
disruptions efficiently.
Engineering and Maintenance Sub-System (EMSS)
Keep your aircraft in a maximum state of airworthiness and ensure quality,
compliance and dispatch reliability.
Logistics and inventory Managment Sub-System (LIMS)
Ensure just-in-time availabilty of spares and optimize your inventory.
Flight Data Monitoring and Analysis Sub-System (FDMA)
Analyze all recorded and transmitted data for safety, compliance and
efficiency of operations.
Fuel Consumption Analysis MIS (FCAM)
Maximize your profit by operationalizing your fuel conservation program.

Safety and Quality Managment Sub-System (SQMS)
Make no compomises on safety of quality; stay compliant with ICAO SMS
requirments.
Heavy Maintenance Repaire and Overhaul System (HMRO)
Plan and execute heavy checks efficiently to returen air craft back to
service on schedule.
Integrated Training Management System (ITMS)
Ensure skills and knowledge levels of the work force are always current
and optimal.
KEY BENEFITS
Only solutions in the industry capable of integrating and optimizing all
functions or airline operations.
Modular, scalable and fully hosted.
Analytics optimizers across airline operation.
Keep the back office simply connected while reducing costs and enhance
business intelligence.
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CAPABILITES
Exchange
We exchange your old part
at cost effective rate.

Engine Stand
Our stands guarantee safety and
reliability during shipping, removal,
and installation. they are shockproof
and insusceptible to vibrations from 7
to 10Hz

Repair and overhaul
Component MRO is through
Strategic Partners with an
accredited FAA/EASA 145
organization

Logistics
No client is too far or isolated.”Our world
has no corners”. Our team strive hard
to ship parts worldwide with zero delay.

Calibration
We facilitate tools calibration,
with certification.

Ground Support Equipment
We supply a wide range of ground
support equipment. Among the few;
axel jacks, tripod jacks, tow bars,
servicing carts, fluid dispensers,
access platforms and towable
maintenance ladders.

Tools On Loan
We facilitate tools as per your
requirements.
Engine Tooling
We supply Engine removal/
installation tools. Including
Engine maintenance tools.
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24/7 AOG SUPPORT SERVICES
Our dedicated AOG team will support and ensure your requirements
are dealt with, as a matter of urgency, and respond with a cost
effective, tailored solution.
A 24hrs Stores Team is also on-site to prepare, ship and track the
unit from dispatch to delivery.

For fast response and for any AOG requirements contact:
Landline office hours 5:00-13:00 UTC +96822344616`
24HRS +968 97766022, WhatsApp +96897766022,
Normal inquiries +968 92169955, +968 9559112
Email: sales@aeromanaviation.com
Website: www.aeromanaviation.com

In Partnership with
I DHL I FED EX I UPS I AIR FREIGHT I TNT I
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AEROMAN CABIN INTERIORS
Aeroman Aviation is supplying and repairs Cabin Interiors.
Repair and painting of plastic parts seats - tray tables - in arms
table - cup holders - fairings - shrouds - arm caps - escutcheons.
Repair and painting of leather covers - passengers and attendant
seats.
Repair of fabric seat covers and curtains.
Repair of fire blocking cushions.
Cut and carpet overlocking.
Galley equipment - trolley - containers - oven racks - drawers.

FABRIC CHOICES

Strategic partner holds the following certifications
DESIGN ORGANIZATION certified in accordance with EASA
PART 21J.
PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION certified in accordance with
EASA PART 21G.
MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION certified in accordance with
EASA PART 145

MEAL CARTS

CURTAINS

CARPET SAMPLES

AIRCRAFT SEATS
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CHARTER FLIGHTS

CONSULTANCY

PRIVATE JET :

AIRCRAFT SALES AND AQUISITIONS

Business and leisure purposes.
Private charter flights offer a range of advantages for busy proffessionals,
including time-efficiency.
Expansive cabin interiors, technological enhancements and luxury seating
also mean that passengers can recline in complete comfort for the duration
of the journey and arrive refreshed at their final destination.

GROUP CHARTER:
Series charters
Personnel logistics
Emergency response
Tours and roadshows

We take on board Aircraft Sales & Acquisition projects, from selection,
purchase to delivery. Buying or selling an aircraft is a complex process,
and you need to seek professional advice to ensure that nothing is
overlooked. Our team also works with handpicked partners to find
practical solutions for our clients.

CARGO CHARTER:
Humanitarian relief flights
Live stock
Dangerous goods
Heavy outsized Cargo
Remote destinations
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WHO WE WORK WITH
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We will keep you flying

OMAN:
P.O BOX: 2792
P.C: 111, SEEB, MUSCAT
SULTANATE OF OMAN

Landline: +968 22344616
Sales/AOG: +968 97766022
Email: sales@aeromanaviation.com
Website: www.aeromanaviation.com

Version 4

NIGERIA:
A28, Aromire Avenue, Ikeja,
Lagos, Nigeria.
GSM: +234 803 749 9006
Email: nigeria@aeromanaviation.com

